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Introductions



� Meeting objectives

� Background

� Additional Considerations

� Project Objectives

� Advisian Presentation

� Next Steps
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Agenda



� Review of progress to date

� Overview of proposed plan

� Feedback on proposed plan

� Review of engagement approach
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Meeting Objectives



� Park Board owns and manages Burrard Civic Marina and manages COV’s Heather Civic Marina

� In early 2013, Worley Parsons completed a condition assessment and recommended required 
improvements

� June 2013, Park Board directed staff to review present practices, business operations and capital 
needs and to report back

� Briefing was presented October 2013 – a delegation from BCMCA was in attendance

� Short term capital needs identified $3.75M in capital funding

� Long term capital opportunities were estimated at $15M 

� In May 2014 BCMCA made a capital submission to the PB for $3.2M for renewal of electrical 
infrastructure, replacement of some docks and pilings as well as other improvements

� $2.9M approved as part of 2014 Capital Budget Adjustments and $450K was added as part of 
2015 Capital Budget Adjustments

� June 2015 Advisian retained to commence design and implementation
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Background



2013 Capital Needs Burrard Marina

Item Capital Plan 
2015 - 2018

Cost Estimate

1. Replacement of electrical service with 15, 30 & 50 amp 
service

$2,100,000

2. Add break water at north end of marina $300,000

3. Upgrade security system with closed circuit cameras and 
additional fencing

$150,000

4. Repair boat ramp $300,000

5. Replace gangways to improve access to marina $350,000

6. Renovate members locker room $50,000

7. Capital maintenance allowance 2015 to 2018 $500,000

$3,750,000
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2013 Potential Long Term Capital Opportunities

Item Capital Plan 
2018 - 2021

Cost 
Estimate

1. Introduce marine mechanical services and supplies store $1,800,000

2. Introduce welcome center providing information and   transient moorage. This 
to be incorporated into new marina offices.

$2,000,000

3. Introduce restaurant operation. $4,000,000

4. Introduce power wash and detailing bay $400,000

5. Introduce valet boat service $350,000

6. Provide dry rack storage for smaller boats 26’ or less $4,000,000

7. Reconfigure floats to increase occupancy and revenue in the marina $2,500,000

$15,050,000
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� Ongoing dialogue with BCMCA and marina 
stakeholders

� Feedback from past engagement and surveys 
have helped identify additional improvement 
opportunities
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Additional considerations



� Maximize value/benefits of funding

� Alignment of priorities

� Initiate process of addressing short term needs 
outlined in facility condition reports

� Reconfirm long term capital opportunities
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Project Objectives



June 2, 2016

Burrard Civic Marina
Progress Report and Status Presentation



• Planning 

• Decision Parameters

• Recommended Action

• Schedule

• Questions
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Overview
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Planning

Marina Planning Strategy
In 2015, Advisian completed a planning strategy, which considered short term and 
long term repairs/upgrades to the following marina components:
• Electrical 
• Potable Water and Fire Protection
• Float replacement
• Breakwater
• Water Depths

Condition Assessment
In 2013, Advisian completed a detailed condition assessment of the marina floats, 
hardware and structural elements. The condition assessment identified repair and/or 
replacement of timber whalers, float connections, miscellaneous hardware and timber 
pile replacements all of which have been completed.

Overall, the marina was considered to be in a serviceable condition with 
recommendations for continued monitoring and regular maintenance.
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Planning

Bathymetric Survey

A bathymetric survey of the marina was undertaken to assess the existing 
water depths.  
• Water depths, especially in the northwest basin are restrictive on a regular 

basis during low tide.
• Water depths in southeast basin are deeper than northwest basin, however 

water depth is not adequate for larger boats during low tide.

Dredging Study

A dredging study was undertaken to optimize the marina for all year round 
access:

Restore to Original
• Minimum water depth of 1 m throughout marina.
• 5,000 m3 dredge material.

Optimize
• Minimum water depth of 2 m throughout marina.
• 15,000 m3 dredge material.
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Planning

Existing Water Depths Restore to Original

Optimized Water Depths

Dredging Conclusion:
• Environmental sampling and 

testing of sediments.
• Environmental review
• Dredging deferred to future 

phases.
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Planning

Metocean Study
Wind and wave study completed:
• Waves within the marina are caused by 

boat wake and wind generated waves from 
English Bay.

• Some protection against boat is provided 
by the floating Coast Guard dock.

• Limited protection to wind generated 
waves contributing to unfavourable wave 
conditions during storms.

Metocean Conclusion:
• Solid breakwater required to protect against 

long period waves from English Bay.  
• Larger concrete float to replace  L Float.
• Lower priority, deferred to future phases.
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Decision Parameters

The following decision parameters were used to recommend a  repair/upgrade 
option that:
1. Addresses pressing needs.
2. Incorporates marina users feedback.
3. Creates a foundation for future. 
4. Meets allocated budget.
5. Maintains existing slip sizes and numbers.
6. Minimizes permitting requirement and associated time, cost, and risk.
7. Can be implemented in a timely manner with only minimal disruption to 

marina usage during construction.
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Planning Strategy Options

Float Repairs

Fixed Breakwater

Floating Breakwater

Float Upgrade

Electrical Upgrades
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Recommended Action– Electrical

Key Issues
• Unreliable electrical service to floats.
• Electrical hardware and cables are reaching the 

end of their typical service life.

Solution
• Replace and upgrade BC Hydro substation 

transformers and sub-feed power cables.
• Upgrade distribution panels, wiring and 

pedestals on the marina.
• Cables and hardware can be reused in the 

future. i.e. float upgrades.
• Provide 30 Amp. service for Float L, M to T, 

and E.
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Key Issues
• Water lines and connections are in 

aged condition and route through sea 
water at some locations.

• Water not available all year round.

Solution
• Replacement of potable and fire water 

system  Float L, M to T and E.
• Surface hardware can be reused in the 

future. i.e. float upgrades.
• Looking into cost vs value for year round 

water and extending the water service 
seasonally. 

Recommended Action– Potable

and Fire Water
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Recommend Action – Option A Electrical and Water Upgrades

Upland Electrical Upgrades

Upland Water Upgrades
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Recommend Action – Option B Float Dock Upgrades

Upland Electrical Upgrades

Upland Water Upgrades
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Schedule

2016 2017

May June July August September October November December January February March - August 

Consultation

Detailed Design 

Public Tender

Tender Award

Construction
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Questions



� Review all feedback with project team

� Follow up with BCMCA and stakeholder group 
by mid-June to present final draft project

Final project24

Next Steps



� Please direct any comments/questions to:

Sev Araujo
Manager, Commercial Operations

email: sev.araujo@vancouver.ca
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Thank you




